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Artisan globemakers are pictured at work at the Bellerby and Co Globemakers’ workshop.

An artist prepares a glue-mix at the Bellerby and Co Globemakers’
workshop.

Wooden fittings are displayed on a shelf at the Bellerby and Co Globe-
makers’ workshop.

An artist applies paintwork to a globe at the Bellerby and Co Globe-
makers’ workshop.

A toolbox is pictured at the Bellerby and Co Globemakers’ workshop.

Paintbrushes are displayed at the Bellerby and Co Globemakers’
workshop.

Instagram progress reports 
Bellerby spent much of the first year or two of the venture per-

fecting how to make his globes, largely by trial and error, before
passing on the know-how. Trainees will toil for around a year
learning the craft before being trusted to work on finishing prod-
ucts. The creative process starts by sourcing composite or resin
spheres, which form the basis of the globes, from another com-
pany-the only stage not done in-house. Illustrators and cartog-
raphers work with clients-over months, sometimes years-to
decide what will appear on its surface, with requests for every-
thing from animals to ocean liners on the maps.

Wide-format printers, using ink guaranteed for 80 to 200
years, are used to relay the basic geographical outlines chosen
onto special paper, whose properties allow it to be dunked in
water and then stretched. Once printed, the paper is cut into pre-
cise shapes called gores, then painted by hand using water-
colours.

After the paper is delicately applied to the globe, it undergoes
further rounds of watercolour painting before it is finally sealed
with either a gloss or a matte finish. “The really difficult process
to work out is how to stretch a piece of paper, that just wants to
rip and tear, over a sphere,” Bellerby said. The completed globe
is next paired with a base, traditionally a wooden axis on a table
but now increasingly an alternative to this with roller bearings,
which allow the whole globe to rotate and be more accessible.
The entire process-which can take from just weeks to as long as
18 months, depending on the size-is documented on the firm’s In-

stagram account so customers can see their orders progress. Ma-
chines are avoided as much as possible.

‘Churchill globes’ 
Bellerby’s biggest offerings — 50 inches (125 centimeters) in

diameter-were inspired by 48-inch globes made by the US Army
during World War II for president Franklin Roosevelt and British
prime minister Winston Churchill. Bellerby has vowed to make just
40 of these “Churchill globes”, and has already completed 17,
turning out a couple a year.  “It’s probably the largest printed
globe ever made,” he said, noting that they differ from so-called
manuscript globes-which have blank paper attached to them
ready to be painted-and another variant which sees oil paints ap-
plied directly onto the sphere.

Bellerby has learned that mapping can present a minefield of
political grievances and sensitivities, and worse. Indian customs
officials temporarily impounded one globe over how their coun-
try’s border with Pakistan was depicted, while several customers
have asked for Israel not to be included on their map-which
Bellerby said he politely declined to do. He also must keep abreast
of countries changing their names, such as Swaziland becoming
eSwatini last year. “The problem with cartography is each country
has its own idea of the world,” Bellerby said. — AFP


